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Abstract
This work deals with the deviation from standard permeation of hydrogen
when different isotopes are present, what effects cause that deviations and
how a standard permeation model can be modified to simulate that behavior.
First of all is the issue of tritium handling. Its associated challenges are
outlined in Chapter 1. The difficulties most treated in thesis are the ones
that appear in the blanket, such as the hydrogen isotopes permeation to the
coolant. Of particular interest is the case of the HCPB (Helium Cooled Peeble
Bed) blanket design.
Secondly, a description of the theoretical development performed so far is
laid out. Chapter 2 gives a general sketch of the standard permeation formalism widely used for years in the field. Chapter 3 merges two different
theoretical models of multi isotope permeation.
Chapter 4 is divided into two well differenciated parts. The first one consists
in an introduction to the EcosimPro software, and a description of both the
standard and the modified models. The second part is a validation of the new
model by using multi isotope permeation experimental data from literature,
along with a review of the permeation regime assumptions.
The most important conclusions of this work are presented in Chapter 5.
The importancy of adequate tritium transport models for the correct design
of a fusion power plant is the first one. This leads to the need of including
multi isotope effects in the permeation model. Regarding the quality of the
developed tool and the outcomes from the developed multi isotope permeation
model, the conclusions is that the results they provide fit the empirical values.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
”I would like nuclear fusion to become a practical power source. It would provide an inexhaustible supply of energy, without pollution or global warming.”,
Stephen Hawking knew. The increasingly growing population and the more
demanding energy consumption per capita, a specially remarkable feature of
the countries under development, makes the current energy model impossible
to withstand Refs. [1, 2].
The nowadays carbon-based energy production is not only finite, but also
a main responsible for local and global detrimental effects, like natural environments pollution, ozone depletion in the stratosphere or global warming.
On top of that, most of the thermal power plants, that are the base of the
power electric grid, deliver about 1000 MW of electric power, for what about
3000 MW of thermal power is needed, and it is provided by the combustion of
coal, or natural gas, in the best case. The amount of CO2 and CO2 -equivalent
produced per kWh in a coal fired power plant is 1 kg. Thus, considering the
usual size of a coal-fired power plant and a capacity factor of 80 %, the total amount of CO2 delivered to the atmosphere adds up to more than seven
million tons in a year.
Two possible paths lay before humanity in order to solve such complicated
situation. The first one is the conversion of the entire energy concept, from
the generation to the consumption of not only the electricity of homes and
industries, but also the way we fuel our transportations. The lack of an efficient
energy storage technology, the centralization and stiffness of the power grid,
and the consumer habits are the main obstacles for this metamorphosis towards
renewable energies such as solar, wind or hydro.
The second course of action is the substitution of the thermal power plants
with zero emission technology heavy power plants. The nuclear fission technology can be implemented in such a way that high power generation is possible.
This kind of facilities exist since the 1950s, however, the high radiactivity of
their waste and the high activation of the reactor materials make their long
term storage a source of international conflict. In addition to this technical
difficulties that had derived into political clash, there is also a matter of safety.
The consequences of an accident in a nuclear fission power plant could be very
9
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serious for the public, as the three mayor nuclear accidents in history have
demostrated (Three Mile Island, Chernovyl, and Fukushima). Finally,
there is also a drawback related to the nuclear weapons proliferation, since the
fuel used for pacific ends could be used as the backbone of nuclear weapons.

1.1

The Fusion Program. ITER and DEMO.

Nevertheless, another zero emission technology capable of producing electric
power at the scales needed was foreseen back in the 1950s, the opposite nuclear
reaction to fission, the fusion of light atoms into heavier ones.
Even though many fusion reactions exist, and have been seen both in nature
(fusion of protons inside the stars) and in the laboratory (e.g. fusion of two
deuterium nuclei) the most attractive reaction is the fusion of deuterium (D)
and tritium (T ) nuclei, D + T → α + n, as shown in Figure 1.1, due to
its high cross-section at lower energies. However, even that reaction requires
extremely high energies to undergo at a reasonable rate, about 10-20 keV (that
is currently achievable, contrary to the energies required for the D-3 He or the
Li-3 He reactions to happen at a reasonable rate). In order to give an ensemble
of particles more chances to interact, instead of shoting tens of keV particles
against each other using a regular particle accelerator, the ensemble is heated
up. In the temperature range of hundreds of million K is where these thermal
energies are achieved and, in that range, matter is in plasma state.
In plasma state, matter is a mixture of electrons and ions, thus, Coulomb
forces create a barrier between the T and the D positively charged nuclei,
being this the reason of the necessity of such a high energy. Also, in order
to continue with the reactions (ignition), sufficient energy confinement and
density are needed, as specified by the triple product of the Lawson criterion
in the temperature range of interest: nT τE ≥ 3 · 1021 keV s/m3 Ref. [4].
The plasma confinement, the heating process to that temperatures and the
interaction of the plasma with the walls were the main obstacles for the technical viability of a fusion reactor. These issues, however, had already been
addressed in the design of the newest fusion experiment ITER (International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor). The ITER project uses tokamak technology to achieve the requested temperatures for a long enough period of time.
ITER is specially designed to:
• Produce 500 MW of thermal energy from 50 MW of heating power (achieving a gain factor of Q=10).
• Demostrate the feasibility of the technologies needed for a future fusion
power plant (heating, control, diagnostics, cryogenics, remote maintenance. . . ) in similar conditions.
• Reach a regime at which D − T plasma will sustain fusion reactions
through internal heating (”burning plasma”).

1.1 The Fusion Program. ITER and DEMO.
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Figure 1.1: Reaction rate of fusion reactions Ref. [3]

• Test T breeding in a real fusion environment using mockup in-vessel
breeding blankets.
• Demostrate the safe control of the fusion reactions and the plasma.
In these new conditions, necessary to achieve the desired regimes, new
challenges appear e.g. operation with a burning plasma with a gain factor
greater than unity (even achieving ignition), control and avoidance of plasma
disruptions, or the production of T in-situ, with the possibility of its subsequent
use in the reactor. ITER should be able to overcome these challenges so that
fusion can take its next step.
The ITER project, as previously implied, is not the last step before commercial fusion power. The DEMO (DEMOnstration power station) project is
the initiative that will allow the industrial exploitation of fusion. Nowadays,
the design of DEMO is not at all settled, since its main characteristics will
be decided as a function of the results of ITER Ref. [5].
DEMO could be an international enterprise or a national effort, it could
be many different projects for many countries, it could be a tokamak or a
stellarator, it could be plainly a demostration reactor or a quasi-industrial

12
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Figure 1.2: Scheme of Fusion Reactor Ref. [6]

prototype. Some points, however, are common among the different initiatives,
and clear.
• DEMO will be larger in size than ITER, and therefore will have a
higher energy output.
• DEMO will be able to produce net electric power (in the 500 MW to
1500 MW range).
• DEMO will be completely covered by a breeding blanket, except the
surface dedicated to the divertor, thus capable of producing enough T .
• DEMO will be built from reduced activation materials, so that the nuclear waste handeling management and disposal is enhanced.

1.2

The Tritium Fueling

The use of T as a reactant in the fusion reactor entails its production in-situ.
This is because it is not found in large amounts in nature due to its short halflife, and its generation at continuous and high enough rates is very complex.
Therefore, limiting its radiation emission for safety purposes restrains the tritium inventory, that must be kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). It

1.2 The Tritium Fueling
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is mainly created by cosmic rays in nature and in fission reactors by mankind.
Thus, for an efficient production for fueling purposes, T is obtained from nuclear reactions with lithium, that should be located as close to the First Wall
of the plasma as possible in order to exploit the emitted neutrons. The production of T from Li is the main function of the Breeding Blanket (BB), along
with the heat extraction to generate power and transporting it towards a thermodynamic cycle; although it also has radiation shielding functions. Behind
the BB the Tritium Cycle is found, that treats the T produced in the BB and
re-injects it in the tokamak chamber in a 50 % mixture with D.
Due to radiation safety standards, the amount of T is limited to a few kg,
the equivalent to a radioactivity of 1017 Bq. The low burning efficiency of the
plasma requires breeding throughputs of more than 25 times the T burned.
T is transported either by cross-contamination and/or by leakage through the
boundaries between reactor and tritium processing and between the processing
and the enviroment.
Given the strict confinement needed, the reduction of T permeation can
be addressed also by the placement of solid permeation barriers made of low
permeability materials. Two routes have been studied: growth of oxide layers
on top of the metal, and the application of surface coatings. However, the
difficulty of application of these techniques, and the extra problems they entail
in terms of chemical compatibility and thermal expansion make their avoidance
desirable Ref [7].
However, T is rarely, if ever, found by itself (either in atomic form or in
molecular form). It is usually dissolved in metals or ceramics of structural
or functional materials, or it is mixed up with other gases in streams with
different functions and destinations. On top of this, the other two hydrogen
isotopes are present (H and D) in the same forms as T , dissolved or mixed.
The isotopic exchange produces tritiated water and hydrocarbons in the
exterior of the confinement if it permeates through the process piping. For
water cooled systems the problem is even more severe, since tritiated coolant
water is intrinsically produced Ref. [4].
Figure 1.3 shows the Tritium Fueling System of a typical reactor water
cooled concept. It mainly consists of:
• Main fuel system.
- Fueling system: vacuum pumping system and fuel injection system.
- Fuel cycle system: Tokamak Exhaust Process (TEP), Isotope Separation System (ISS) and Storage and Delivery System (SDS).
• Blanket system.
• T -removal system.
- Water detriation system.

14
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Figure 1.3: Example of tritium flow for a water cooled reactor Ref. [4]

One of the features of the main fuel system is that T leakage is not allowed,
and the leaked one is recovered bellow regulations in case of accident and
should be ALARA. The T -removal system is the responsible for the tritium
confinement in the facility, and the extraction of T from the carrier (LiP b
or He). Maintenance of the contaminated components in case of T release
will be carried out in hot cells, which atmosphere gas circulates through the
T -removal system. The regeneration process of the filtering components yields
tritiated water, so a water detriation system is essential.
The vacuum pumping system exhausts the fuel mixture from the plasma
chamber and transfers it to a T -processing plant. Several types of pumps are
considered, such as turbo molecular pumps, cryosorption pumps or metal jet
diffusion pumps. The fuel injection system consists on several methods in order
to fuel the core plasma without cooling it down, and the weight of each one
in the overall fueling capacity will be optimized to obtain maximum burning
efficiency.
• Neutral Beam Injection: initially designed for heating purposes by collisioning high energy neutrals with the plasma particles.
• Compact toroidal injection: fuel plasma is introduced in the vacuum
chamber with high speeds.
• Gas puffing: fuel gas is let into the vessel by high speed electromagnetic
valves.

1.2 The Tritium Fueling
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• Pellet injection: pellets of solidified D − T are accelerated into the core.
The gases that come out of the fusion reactor (unburned fuel gases), fusion
reaction products (He) and impurities from plasma-wall interactions (water
and hydrocarbons), and gases for edge cooling (Ar and N e), must be purified to
form pure hydrogen isotopes mixtures before sending them to the ISS. In order
to perform that refinement, palladium membranes are used at low pressures.
The residual compounds have also T within them, that is also removed in
specially dedicated systems.
Several methods have been developed for the separation of hydrogen isotopes such as gas chromatography, cryogenic distillation or thermal diffusion,
or cryogenic distillation column.
ITER will have a pulsed operation, so the fuel must be temporally stored.
DEMO will have continuous operation, but the T produced in the blanket and
exahusted must be shortly stored before being re-injected due to the pulsed
nature of the device, and during maintenance or inspection periods the fuel
must be preserved. D − T fuel can be stored as hybrides in bed made of metals
such as uranium or zirconium. For safety reasons, low equilibrium dissociation
pressure at room temperature and about 0.1 MPa at high temperatures. U
is one of the best materials but, for obvious reasons, Zr and Co have been
proposed instead Ref. [4].
So far the BB concept has been referred several times, but not properly
addressed. The BB has several general purposes:
• Heat generation. A coolant removes the heat deposited by the n and
transfer it to a thermodynamic cycle coupled to an electric generator.
• T production. More than one T has to be created from one n, therefore
neutron multipliers such as P b or Be are used.
• Radiation shielding. The n are absorbed by blanket materials, supressing
the damage in outer components (superconducting coils) and workers.
In order to fulfill all these tasks, two main approaches have been considered.
The solid blanket uses solid breeder materials (complex lithium oxides) and
recovers the produced T by gas purging, that takes the T to the extraction
system. The liquid blanket uses liquid breeder materials (liquid lithium alloys)
that carry the T themselves to extraction.
Regarding the cooling characteristics, the blanket can use a gas (He), pressurized or supercritical water, the liquid breeder material, or a dual cooling
configuration (gas plus liquid breeder).
Some of the considered blanket designs are:
• The WCLL (Water Cooled Lithium Lead) blanket design, where the
liquid metal is the neutron multiplier and the breeder, while the water
acts as coolant. The main peculiarity of this design is the formation of

16
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large amounts of tritiated water due to the permeation fo the T towards
the coolant, making the inclussion of a large water detriation system a
necessity Ref [8].
• The DCLL (Dual Coolant Lithium Lead) design uses the liquid metal
as neutron multiplier, breeder and coolant. The use of liquid metal as
coolant demands higher fluid velocity, creating MHD effects, and the
absence of non-metalic elements prevents surface recombination and dissociation processes Ref. [9].
• The HCPB (Helium Cooled Pebble Bed) design uses solid small balls
of a lithium oxide for breeding purposes, and they are refrigerated by
helium gas.The He gas plays the role of T carrier too, but this system
is independent to de cooling system, even though He is the base fluid
in both. Surface recombination and dissociation processes happen when
the hydrogen isotopes permeate from the metalic breeder to the gas, and
there is no a significant amount of tritiated water Ref. [10].

Figure 1.4: Tritium recovery and coolant purification for solid blanket Ref. [4]

Figure 1.4 shows a schematic of the systems in charge of the recycling of
the T . The design of those systems differs according to the type of blanket,
but their purposes are the same: recovering T from the breeder, and from the
coolant, if tritium leakages are produced.
There are two main processes involved in the tritium recovery. The first
one involves the recovery of tritium in elemental chemical form (T2 or HT )
or atomic form (T ), and the second one involves the recovery from tritiated
water (HT O). The latter leads to the necessity of a water detriation system
Ref. [4].
Several blanket designs will be tested in ITER in form of separated and
different modules located in specific spots around the tokamak torus in order
to study their viability. DEMO, however, will have blanket modules (the

1.3 Scope of this Work
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most optimized kind) ditributed homogeneously around the plasma chamber
Refs. [8, 9, 10].

1.3

Scope of this Work

The goal of this thesis is the development of a tool that would help to perform
the safety tritium assesment in ITER, DEMO and future reactors. The
leakage of T from any part of the fusion facility is something that should
be totally avoided or, when this is not possible, it should be kept as low as
reasonable achievable.
The design of the systems in charge of the tritium handling are different
from one BB concept to other. Thus, the existence, the degree, and the location of tritium permeation differ likewise. The most important and dangerous
feature is the permeation towards the coolant, because the coolant is responsible for the energy transport from the blanket heat to a thermodynamic power
cycle coupled to an electric generator. This means that the coolant has to
travel long distances, and has more chances to permeate the T to the exterior of the facility without control. Furthermore, the probability of tritium
permeation towards the secondary loop in the heat exchanger is extremely
high.

Figure 1.5: Tritium permeation (discontinuous red) from a solid breeder towards
a gaseous coolant, such as in the HCPB blanket

Since hydrogen isotopes permeate very easily, the leakages of T towards
the outside of the containment are of the utmost concern, however, this case
falls out of the scope of this work. On the other hand, the permeation of T in
the BB towards the coolant will be addressed. All the BB designs proposed
for DEMO have the presence of at least two hydrogen isotopes. According to
the most basic diffusion theories bassed on random walk, the presence of other
isotopes wouldn’t have an effect on the diffusion of the species Ref. [11]. The
experiments performed by Kizu Refs. [12, 13, 14], and Takeda Ref. [15] show
otherwise, thus the need of implementing these considerations into a model.
These multi isotope permeation effects are thought to entail possible decrease of the T permeation issue in all the BB designs, both for the liquid
blanket and for the solid blanket concepts. This thesis, however, will mainly

18
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have to do on the phenomena happening in the solid blanket designs, specially
in the HCPB blanket.
This study entails the development of a theory applicable to an experimental proposal and a numerical model by EcosimPro. EcosimPro is a simulation
software capable of considering multi physics phenomena, and interconnecting
the outcomes of different systems to shape a greater system. The strenghts of
this software are its robustness, its accuracy and its computational speed in
complex and large settings.
The proposed model will consider a modified Fick’s first law for multi
isotope permeation, and the inclusion of a geometrical factor based on surface
concentrations in the surface balance fluxes. The model will be used to perform
simulations at different conditions, and those results will be validated using
existing experimental measurements from literature.
The model should be adaptable enough to different geometries, regimes and
conditions so that it can be used as an aid in the design and optimization of further multi permeability experiments in TLK (Tritium Laboratory Karslruhe),
at KIT (Karslruhe Institute of Technology) with T , and in CIEMAT (Centro
de Investigaciones Energeticas, Medioambientales y Tecnologicas) with D, for
a profile of the isotope concentration inside the material.

Chapter 2
Hydrogen Isotopes Properties
2.1

Isotope Discrepancies on Fusion Materials

The three hydrogen isotopes are protium, which nucleus is solely a proton (H),
deuterium (D), which nucleus consists in a proton and a neutron, and tritium
(T ), which nucleus consists in a proton and two neutrons. The three of them
have similar chemical and physical properties, being distinctive masses their
main difference. H and D are both stable, and T is radioactive with a half-life
of 12.36±0.03 years, decaying by emission of beta particles, with an average
energy of 5.7 keV (18 keV maximum), into 3 He Ref. [16]. The triple point
parameters have been used as representative chemical feature in Table 2.1 to
illustrate the differences among the three hydrogen isotopes.
Isotope
Atomic mass (g)
Triple-point temperature (K)
Triple-point pressure (bar)

Protium

Deuterium

Tritium

1.00814±0.000003

2.014735±0.000006

3.016997±0.000011

13.96±0.05

18.69±0.0003

20.5

0.0721±0.0004

1.68

2.095

Table 2.1: Isotope masses and triple point properties Refs. [16, 17, 18]

There is no significant amount of natural T in Earth, neither it can be
storaged for a long period of time due to its radioactivity for applications
related to fusion power. However, T can be produced by cosmic radiation
in the atmosphere, as a fission product in fission reactors or, related to our
purposes, by nuclear reaction of lithium with a neutron. The 6 Li reaction is
the one foreseen to be used for the T production in the Test Blanket Modules
(TBM) behind the First Wall, because it’s exothermic 6 Li + n →4 He + T .
The most important properties of hydrogen for tritium safety and selfsufficiency are diffusivity, solubility and permeability, since they characterize
the transport of the different isotopes, and they will be introduced in the next
section. The proportionality of solution and permeation to incident flux yields
an isotopic effect on diffusivity and solubility depending on the square root of
19
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the mass ratio. However, the experimental isotopic effect in the permeability
does not match the theoretical equations, meaning that the large quantized
rotational and vibrational states in solids, created by large mass differences
among isotopes, are neglected. This tunneling quantum effect is more appreciable in protium, being the lightest isotope, at low temperatures. At higher
temperatures than room temperature, this difference between experimental
and theoretical values eventually converges Ref. [4].
In ITER, DEMO, or a commercial fusion reactor, some components will
be in direct contact with T . Since different materials are used, tritium permeation and retention have to be considered at different levels. Here after a
list of the defining parameters of permeation are listed for a series of materials
that have been considered of interest for several reasons:
• Beryllium (Be) is the material considered for the First Wall of ITER.
• Tungsten (W ) is the metal that forms the divertor tiles in ITER and
has been considered as a First Wall for DEMO.
• SS316L steel is an austenitic steel used in ITER as structural material.
• EUROFER steel is a RAFM (Reduced Activating Ferritic-Martensitic)
steel considered as structural material for DEMO and for future reactors.
• Li4 SiO4 is the breeding material considered in the HCPB blanket design.
The diffusivities and solubilities given bellow follow an Arrhenius dependance with temperature. The data given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 are the preexponential (D0 and Ks0 ) and the activation energies (Ed and Es ) of the Arrhenius expressions:
D = D0 exp(−

Ed
)
RT

(2.1)

Es
Es
√
) = Ks0 p exp(−
)
(2.2)
RT
RT
It must be noted that the published data regarding tritium properties is
scarce, to say the best, therefore the tritium properties are sometimes extrapolated from protium and deuterium data using the theory of Ebisuzaki et al.
Ref. [19], or using a the classical mass dependence 2.5 for diffusivity.
The case of the Li4 SiO4 solubility is somehow different from the rest, since
it follows a Langmuir behaviour with saturation avobe 104 Pa, and the values
are extrapolated from the ones of Li2 O Ref. [7].
In a mixture of isotopes in gas phase an exchange chemical reaction takes
place, for instance H2 + T2  2HT . This reaction (or any other isotope
combination), however, needs a catalyst, like radiation, or the presence of a
metal wall. The usual chemical equilibrium theory applies in this case, and
the equilibrium constants follow and Arrhenius dependence with temperature
Ref. [21].
S = K0 exp(−
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D0 (m2 /s)

Ed (kJ/mol)

Temperature Range (K)

Be

5.5 E-9

28.4

695-775

W

4.1 E-7

38

1173-2023

SS316L

5.9 E-7

51.9

500-1200

EUROFER

2.64 E-7

22.3

-

Li4 SiO4

2.0 E-11

43.8

530-850

Material

Table 2.2: Arrhenius constants of tritium diffusivities Refs. [7, 9, 20]
Ks0 (at.fr. Pa−1/2 )

Es (kJ/mol)

Temperature Range (K)

Be

0.1

100

713-783

W

2.82 E-5

101

1173-2023

SS316L

5.8 E-6

13.1

500-1200

EUROFER

1.64 E-7

15.1

-

≤5.09 E-6

24.4

800-1100

Material

Li4 SiO4

Table 2.3: Arrhenius constants of tritium solubilities Refs. [7, 9, 20]

2.2
2.2.1

Hydrogen Transport Phenomena
Diffusivity and Solubility

A first definition of diffusion is giving in Ref. [22] as the process by which matter
is transported from one part of a system to another as a result of random
molecular motions. This can be treated ignoring the atomic structure of the
solid system, assuming it is a continuum, and allowing the use of differential
equations along with boundary conditions to describe the process Ref. [11].
The matter diffusing is usually considered a gas, a liquid or an atom ensemble
(fluid) and the system is considered to be a solid or a static fluid (resembling
a solid).
Matter net flow developes in a manner that decreases the concentration
gradient within the system, aiming for a homogeneous final state. Fick’s first
law describe the flux of an ensemble of elements (J) as a function of the concentration gradient as:
∂c
(2.3)
J = −D
∂x
where D is the diffusion coefficient, that follows the conventional Arrheniustype dependence on temperature. 2.3 is very useful for steady-state cases,
but when concentrations changing with time, a second differential equation
obatined by a mass balance and 2.3, called Fick’s second law enters into play:
∂c
∂
∂c
=
[D ] = −∇J
∂t
∂x ∂x

(2.4)
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These two equations were the base upon which the thermodynamic approach to diffusion was built many years ago Ref. [11].
Diatomic gases (such as hydrogen isotopes, Q) can move through solid and
liquid non-metals as molecules, but usually move through metals as individual atoms disolved into the lattice, after dissociating in the free surfaces of
the boundary Ref. [23]. This is the reason why the transport in the interface
between these two type of materials is often governed by dissociation and recombination processes. In equilibrium, the non-metal process (no molecular
dissociation) follows the Henry’s law, and in metals the Sieverts’ law (molecular
dissociation). In the case of non-equilibrium systems the process is characterized by an Arrhenius expression Ref. [24].
This section deals mainly with the behavior of Q inside metals, at free
surfaces, and in the movement from one to the other. The measurement of the
D for tritium, however, is not trivial at all because of the lack of T availability.
Thus, H or D are used as surrogates, and the diffusivity of the former is
obtained from classic rate theory
r
mH
DT
=
(2.5)
DH
mT
that is a good approximation for elevated temperatures and mass independent
activation energy.
Solubility (S) represents the equilibrium between the molecular species and
the atomic species in a metal, and it also follows an Arrhenius-type dependence
on temperature. In metals, the chemical equilibrium between diatomic gas
an atomic isotope disolved (Q2 ↔ 2Q) leads to the Sieverts’ law, where the
solubility of every isotope is equal at first approximation Ref. [23].
√
c=S p

(2.6)

As a final remark, it can be noted that the equilibrium solubility relationship that holds when there is no dissociation-recombination processes at the
surfaces, and that the molecule diffuses as it is through the material is Henry’s
law Ref. [24].
c = Sp

(2.7)

This is the kind of relationship that governs the behavior and entry of Q
in non-metals.

2.2.2

Permeability

Permeability is the property that characterizes the steady-state diffusional
transport (measure of the transport in diffusion-limited regime) through a
material supporting differential pressure. By definition, it is independent of
the surface condition, since it is related to the diffusivity through the lattice
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and the solubility given by the thermodynamic equilibrium between gas and
metal.
Φ = DS

(2.8)

In practice, however, measurements are strongly influenced by surface conditions, so that the theoretical proportionality between the square root of pressure and the flux is unaccurate Ref. [23]. This situation occurs under certain
conditions (low pressure or/and degraded surface) and it is known as surface
limited regime.
The diffusion limited permeation regime has been addressed before, and
it has been stated that the transport of the species is limited by the diffusion of the atoms through the bulk of the material. It is characterized by
high pressures, clean surfaces and a linear concentration profile in the bulk
of the material in steady-state conditions with a permeation flux proportional
to the square root of the driving upstream pressure. The newly introduced
surface limited regime differs from the former in that the the transport is
limited by physco-chemical reactions (absorption, dissociation, recombination,
desorption) at the surface of the material. It is characterized by a low driven
pressure and a not so clean surface, with a negligeble concentration gradient
inside the bulk and a permeation flux linearly proportional to the driving upstream pressure Ref. [22]. These conditions lead to a linear dependence of the
steady-state permeation on the driving pressure, contrary to the the diffusion
limited regime, that shows a square root dependence on the pressure.
In order to mathematically distinguish these two regimes, the permeation
number W parameter is used. It is defined as the quotient of the adsorption
flux at a low pressure
√ inlet side and the steady-state flux in a pure difffusive
P , being α the absorption coefficient, d the thickness of
regime: W = αd
Φ
the membrane, and P the driving pressure. W 1 entails a diffusion limited
condition, while W 1 means a pure surface limited condition. For the following analysis, it is worth defining the reduced concentration in the outlet
√
side during permeation Cl = c/ceq , with c = S p Ref. [20].
W 2 Cl4 + 2W Cl3 + 2Cl2 = 1

(2.9)

Esteban et al. Ref. [20] found the steady-state permeation to be easily
J (out)
defined by 2.9. Considering Cl2 = JQQ (in) , two limiting behaviors represented
in Figure 2.1 arise.
• W 1, surface limited regime: J(out) =

αP
2

• W 1, diffusion limited regime: J(out) =

√
Φ P
d

This surface limited regime entails the limitation of the bulk material hydrogen uptake by the flow rate from the gas to the surface or near-surface
states. Also the release of hydrogen is limited by the final flow rate to escape
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Figure 2.1: Permeation regimes as a function of the permeation number Ref. [20]

from surface or near-surface states to the gas. There are different mechanisims
by which two Q enter the bulk after molecular disassociation or leave the bulk
after recombination, although in general there are two separated stages: diffusion towards/from the near-surface region, and recombination/dissociation
once it reaches the surface. The following described processes are the ones
represented in Figure 2.2, where θ is the fraction of occupied surface sites, p is
the pressure and c is the bulk concentration.
• Before entering the bulk, the atoms thermalize at the surface site after diassociation at surface (k1 process). In the inverse release process,
two surface atoms recombine from the surface (k2 process). These two
processes used to be considered the only important ones.
• When there is a high population of occupied surface sites, it is easier for
one of the Q to enter/leave the bulk immediately, without thermalizing
at the surface (k5 and k6 processes).
• For completeness it is also considered the two processes where both atoms
leave or enter the bulk without pausing at the surface sites for thermalization (k7 and k8 processes).
The most referenced works in the area of surface reactions to are the ones
of Baskes Ref. [26], and Pick and Sonnenberg Ref. [27]. Baskes assumes the
k5 and k6 processes to be dominant, and Pick and Sonnanberg considered k1
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Figure 2.2: Surface rate processes Ref. [25]

and k2 processes. The consideration of different mechanisms is the reason
their formulas have different activation energies. Both works only consider low
surface coverage, but the coverage is usually rather high. Furthermore, the
dependence on the θ leads to the fact that for θ → 1, the dominant processes
will be k7 and k8 Ref. [25].

2.2.3

Trapping

Another very important feature of Q transport in metals is the trapping phenomenon, that affects the inventory of solute gas atoms. The atoms bond to
microstructural features such as vacancies, interfaces, grain boundaries and
dislocations, that are called trapping sites. Those trapping sites result from
impurities and structural irregularities arising from cold work, alternate phases
or displacement damage. The trapping process is thermally governed with a
characteristic trap binding energy Et , which is greater than that required for
ordinary diffusion and represents the reduction in the energy of the atom relative to solution in the lattice.
ϑL
Et
ϑQ
=
exp(
)
1 − ϑQ
1 − ϑL
RT

(2.10)

ϑQ is the fraction of trapping sites filled with Q, and ϑL is the fraction of
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available lattice sites. Therefore, the fraction of filled trap sites depends on
tritium lattice concentration (ϑL ) and the energy of the trap (Et ). Strong traps
and high Q lattice concentration lead to active trapping at high temperatures.
The ratio of trapped Q to lattice Q is
cQ
nT
=
t
cL
[cL + nL exp( −E
)]
RT

(2.11)

being cQ the absolute amount of trapped Q atoms, cL the absolute amount of
lattice sites; and nQ the concentration of trap sites, nL the concentration of
metal atoms.
Trapping affects the transport and distribution of the atoms dissolved in
metals, even though diffusion follows the same phenomenologycal form with
trapping. Thus, an effective diffusivity is used in Fick’s first law as shown in
2.12 Ref. [23].
De f f =

D
1+

cQ
(1
cL

− ϑT )

(2.12)

It is worth noting that different dissusion species have different trap frequencies (capture rates) into a given type of trap. Heavier isotopes diffuse more
slowly, having therefore a lower frequency than ligther isotopes. The depth of
the trap would have no effect on the trapping rate however, the Boltzman
factor for escape is independent of the species in the trap, but depending on
the the trap strength Ref. [24].
In spite of the important role trapping effect plays in the permeation phenomena, it will not be included in the tool developed in the present work.
This absence of trapping features is due to the lack of reliable data concerning
this effect, and the extreme difficulty in the characterization of the trapping
features of a given material. Many are the features that influence it, from the
microstructure of the lattice to the distribution of dislocations or the type of
grain boundaries in the material. All these make a general characterization of
the hydrogen transport properties of a certain material a very arduous task,
specially in the case of new material such as RAFM steels or ODS steels (Oxide
Dispersion-Strengthened).

Chapter 3
Theoretical Model for Multi
Isotopic Permeation
The heart of this work is the study of co-permeation and counter-permeation
of hydrogen isotopes, therefore a good characterization of phenomena for completeness is desirable. Their definitions are rather cumbersome, since they
involve the presence of two different and distinctive species. It can be stated
that counter-permeation and co-permeation are somehow opposite processes,
as can be seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The co-permeation entails the permeation in the same direction of both species involved. The counter-permeation,
on the other hand, entails the permeation of one specie in a given direction,
and the other one in the opposite one.

Figure 3.1: Scheme of co-permeation of T and H in their homogeneous molecular
forms

Figure 3.2: Scheme of counter-permeation of T and H in their homogeneous
molecular forms

As previously stated, for the problem at hand, those two species ought to
be isotopes of hydrogen and therefore, chemically identical. That means that
the main distinctive feature of the two fluids is the mass of their nuclei.
The several surface processes for dissociation and recombination are de27
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scribed in Section 2.2.2, for simplicity however, only processes k7 and k8 are
considered in case of a diffusion limited regime and processes k1 and k2 are
considered in case of a surface limited regime. In any intermediate regime, a
combination of the different surface processes, each with a certain weight, is
what defines the global dissociation and recombination coefficients.

3.1

Co-Permeation

Figure 3.3: Experimental set up from Kizu’s co-permeation model Ref. [14]

The main content of this section is the co-permeation model propossed by
Kizu Ref. [14] for D and H, extended to any hydrogen isotope (Q) that will be
discussed here, in order to be self-contained. The experimental set up on which
this model is applied is shown in Figure 3.3. RP and TMP are rotarory and
turbo-molecular pumps, respectively, CM stands for capacitance manometer,
the IGs are ionization vacuum gauge, and QMS is a quadrupole mass spectrometer. First of all, it is worth noting that the mechanism of diatomic
thermal release from solid is the recombinative desorption from chemisorption
sites. Also, it is often assumed that a local equilibrium between on-surface
chemisorption states and under-surface bulk absorption states is quickly stablished in order to simplify. Being CQ  1 the number of atoms of a specie per
cm3 , in the near-surface layer happens that:
• CQ (CQ /2) is the number of possible different combinations of one Q with
another.
• CQ CQb is the number of possible different combinations of one isotope Q
b
with a different one Q.
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Therefore the desorption molecular rates, being K the recombination cob = K b CQ C b . Leading to the
efficient, are J(Q2 ) = KQQ CQ2 /2 and J(QQ)
QQ
Q
b recombination is in between Q−Q
following relationship, given that the Q− Q
b−Q
b recombination.
and Q
b 2 = 4J(Q2 )J(Q
b2 )
J(QQ)

KQ2 Qb
KQQ KQbQb

b2 )
≈ 4J(Q2 )J(Q

(3.1)

The rates of atomic release (desorption) are then:
• jQ (Q2 ) = 2J(Q2 ) = KQQ CQ2
b = J(QQ)
b = K b CQ C b
• jQ (QQ)
QQ
Q
b
• jQ = jQ (Q2 ) + jQ (QQ)
The atomic rates of atomic absorption due to dissociation are iQ (Q2 ) =
b = α b p(QQ)
b (considering p is the partial pressure
2αQQ p(Q2 ) and iQ (QQ)
QQ
and α is the dissociative absorption coefficient). Accordingly, the rates of disb =
sociating molecules absorbed are I(Q2 ) = iQ (Q2 )/2 = αQQ p(Q2 ) and I(QQ)
b = α b p(QQ).
b Considering these flux balances, in steaty-state there
iQ (QQ)
QQ
are two different schemes of interaction for a membrane separating two volumes:
• Solubility: gas admitted from both sides until equilibrium is reached.
• Permeation: gas admitted from only one side.
Nevertheless, no C gradient will be considered even in the permeation case
because H diffuses very fast, so the existing gradient is negligible. Firstly, and
for completeness, mono-isotope gas cases will be considered. After these simplified cases are clearly described, the more complex mixtures of two isotopes
will be addressed.
In the case of having Q2 in both sides, the membrane is saturated from
both sides and gas molecules are also released from both sides. The atomic
flux balance is 2iQ (Q2 ) = 2jQ (Q2 ), and together with Sieverts’ concentrations:
2
=2
CQ2 = CQ,S

αQQ
p(Q2 ) = SQ2 p(Q2 )
KQQ

(3.2)

In the case of having Q2 in only one side, the gas is being absorbed in that
side, permeating towards the other, but the release occurs from both sides
at the same time. The atomic flux balance is then iQ (Q2 ) = 2jQ (Q2 ), thus,
considering again Sieverts’ concentrations yields:
CQ2 =

αQQ
2
p(Q2 ) = CQ,S
/2
KQQ

(3.3)
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The molecular permeation rate due to desorption can then be expressed in
several ways, depending on what is more suitable for the problem at hand.
2
J0 (Q2 ) = KQQ CQ2 /2 = αQQ p(Q2 )/2 = KQQ CQ,S
/4 = KQQ SQ2 p(Q2 )/4 = I(Q2 )/2
(3.4)
b
The presence of two different isotopes (Q and Q) changes the behaviour
of the system because of their recombination into the heterogeneous molecule
b at the surface.
QQ
b considering the presence of QQ,
The atomic flux balances of Q and Q,
bQ
b and QQ
b in both sides of the membrane are: 2[iQ (Q2 ) + iQ (QQ)]
b =
Q
b and 2[i b (Q
b2 ) + i b (QQ)]
b = 2[j b (Q
b2 ) + j b (QQ)].
b
2[jQ (Q2 ) + jQ (QQ)]
Adding
Q
Q
Q
Q
up the balances and dividing by 2 yields 3.5. The equilibrium of 3 gases entails
a balance of molecular fluxes for each type of molecule, i.e. every dissociated
and absorbed molecule is substituted by another molecule (of the same type)
desorbed by recombination.

b + 2α b b p(Q
b2 ) = KQQ C 2 + 2K b CQ C b + K b b C 2b
2αQQ p(Q2 ) + 2αQQb p(QQ)
Q
QQ
QQ
Q
QQ Q
(3.5)
The true thermodynamic partial balances show that the solubility equilibrium concentrations in metals are the same as in the mono isotope solubility
case (3.2). This happens when the metal is in contact with the mixture of
b and the partial pressures are the same.
gases formed by Q and Q,
b partial balance is also established when thermodynamic
An equilibrium QQ
b = 2K b CQ C b . The adiequilibrium with the metal is achieved 2αQQb p(QQ)
Q
QQ
b is compensated by re-desorption of QQ,
b and therefore
tional absorption of QQ
the partial pressure of true equilibrium is given by 3.6, considering the simb
plification of suggesting the recombination and dissociation coefficients of QQ
b
have an intermediate value in between those of Q2 and Q2 , similarly to the
approximation taken in 3.4.
b ≈ 4p(Q2 )p(Q
b2 )
p2 (QQ)

(3.6)

The relationships between the effective atomic pressures (total number of
atoms of each isotope in the mixture), and the partial molecular pressures are
as follows:
• PQ = p(Q2 ) +
• p(Q2 ) =

b
p(QQ)
2

2
PQ
PQ +PQ
b

Regarding the permeation case with a mixture of isotopes, the difference
with respect to the previous case consists in the absence of gas in the downstream side. In this case two separate scenarios arise. The first one corresponds
to the equilibrium isotope mixture on the upstream side, i.e. the three gases
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are in equilibrium with the solid. The second one corresponds to a very low
b pressure in the upstream side, thus the balances of fluxes don not contain
QQ
b gas. Luckly, Kizu found that the features
the inlet fluxes associated to the QQ
of the co-permeation effects are similar enough regardless of whether the equilibrium on the gas upstream side is achieved Ref. [14]. Due to its simplicity,
only the equilibrium case will be described and taken into consideration here.
Therefore, the atomic flux balances take into account that absorption occurs only at the upstream surface, and desorption occurs in both sides of the
b = 2[jQ (Q2 ) + jQ (QQ)]
b and i b (Q
b2 ) + i b (QQ)
b =
membrane: iQ (Q2 ) + iQ (QQ)
Q
Q
b2 ) + j b (QQ)].
b
2[jQb (Q
Q
The concentrations are the same as in the mono isotopic case if the partial
b2 ) can be calculated as in monopressures are the same, therefore J(Q2 ) and J(Q
b is given by 3.1. Taking the dependence on the
isotopic case (3.4), and J(QQ)
effective pressures previously mentioned, the molecular permeation rates are:
• J(Q2 ) =

2 P /4
KQQ SQ
Q
1+PQ
b /PQ

b =
• J(QQ)

KQQ KQ
bQ
b

√

SQ SQ
b (PQ +PQ
b)

2PQ
b PQ

The net isotopic permeation rate for one of the isotopes in co-permeation
b
is then JQ = J(Q2 ) + J(QQ)/2.
This model has the inconvenient that it only takes into account the evolution of a system in equilibrium (when uptake rate equal release rate), and
therefore it is incomplete if applied to transient calculations, or steady-state
calculations where no equilibrium is reached. For instance, if one of the permeated species is pumped out of the volume at one of the sides of the membrane.
For this reason, this co-permeation model must be only taken as a theoretical and limited approximation to the permeation behavior of the hydrogen
isotopes. It is thought as a way to predict the permeation rates as a function
of the partial pressures of the gases onto the membrane.

3.2
3.2.1

Counter-Permeation
Kizu’s Model

As a final note, and for completeness, it must be mentioned that according
to counter-permeation experiments Refs. [12, 13], the nature of the membrane
through which the gas permeates is not a determinant factor in the nature
of permeation, both exothermic and endothermic hydrogen occluders behave
similarly (difference between occluders is portraited in Figure 3.4). The regime
considered is the surface-limited, due to low pressure and the lack of effect of Q
b2 permeation J(Q
b2 ) through
counter-diffusion or Q presence in surface in the Q
the membrane. As in the case of co-permeation, the results obtained for D
and H will be extrapolated also to T . The following assumptions were taken:
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Figure 3.4: a) Exothermic occluder b) Endothermic occluder Ref. [25]

• Completely surface limited process.
• No concentration gradient inside the bulk.
• Equal surface conditions in both sides of the membrane.
• When there is a mixture of the two components in the membrane, the
CQ
b
available surface for each gas is blocked by the fractions C b +C
and
Q
Q

CQ
CQ
b +CQ

b2 , respectively.
for the Q2 and Q

p
CQ = SQ p(Q2 ) is the concentration of Q, according to Sieverts’ law.
The experimental set up used by Kizu is similar to the one used for the copermeation model, as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Experimental set up from Kizu’s counter-permeation model Ref. [12]

b flux under the presence of Q2 (J(Q))
b in the other side
The permeating Q
CQ
b
b
would be suppressed as JJ((Q)
b ∝ C b +CQ , yielding 3.7, that is normalized by the
Q)
0

Q
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b
mono-isotopic permeation values J0 (Q).
J(Q)
=
J0 (Q)

1
q
b2 )/p(Q2 )
1 + SQb /SQ p(Q

(3.7)

This model works even in a transient condition in between surface and
diffusion limited regimes (P 0.7−0.9 ). This is due to the weak interaction between
b surface concentration or surface blocking by H
isotopes, so the supression of Q
b interaction
atoms is very likely. Large Q2 pressure, however, would yield Q− Q
in diffusion and/or surface processes (isotopic effect) Ref. [13].
The ideal case formulated here, where only Q2 is present in one side, and
b2 is present in the other side has a drawback. The presence of heteregeonly Q
neous molecules is not taken into account. Speaking about a permeation flux
b is a nonsense, because it was considered that no QQ
b molecules
such as J(QQ)
were present. However, inside the metal, both isotopes co-exist, and thus it is
possible that they would recombine with each other with a certain probability.
Just like in the co-permeability case, the concentrations CQ and CQb , and
the recombination coefficient KQQb will be the elements of the release rate. A
difference must be taken into account though. The release rate deffined in the
b = K b CQ C b is directed in both directions,
co-permeability case as J(QQ)
Q
QQ
therefore the release rate in either of the directions would be half of it:
b =
J(QQ)

KQQb
2

CQ CQb

(3.8)

The model proposed by Kizu deals with very low pressures compared to the
pressure range of the HCPB (the design that this work has to do the most),
and therefore it can only be applied to certain BB designs (e.g. DCLL).

3.2.2

Takeda’s Model

An alternative (though similar) model proposed by Takeda Ref. [15], which
experiemental set up is shown in Figure 3.6, is briefly address next. Takeda’s
model was chosen, fristly, due to its alternative geometry, based on two pipes,
one embedded within the other,and each carrying different partial pressures of
b2 . The second reason Takeda’s model was desirable is the fact that
Q2 and Q
it inverts the roles of H2 and D2 partial pressures in the experiment. While
in Kizu’s model the hydrogen pressure was kept constant, and the deuterium
pressure was varied, now the opposite happens; the deuterium pressure is kept
at a constant value and the hydrogen pressure is the one that varies from case
to case. This apparatus resembles better the real systems that are included
in a real fusion reactor blanket, such as a HCPB, as well. The flowing gases
in the two separated pipes act as a simplified model of the helium purge gas
and helium coolant gas of the tritium extraction system of the HCPB blanket
design.
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Figure 3.6: Experimental set up from Takeda’s model Ref. [15]

Takeda’s model is similar to Kizu’s in the sense that it has a geometrical
limiting factor based on the concentrations of the isotopes in the surface of the
material. Additionally, it includes the pressures of the molecular gas forms of
the isotopes into the description. The geometry, as formerly noted, is remarkably different, so it is the flux equation, that goes from the first Fick’s law in
one dimension given by 2.3, to the cylindrical form:

J(Q) =

−DQ
(CQ,i − CQ,o )
ri · ln(ro /ri )

(3.9)

r stands for the radius of the inner pipe, and the subscripts i and o stand
for inner piper zone and outer pipe zone.
The atomic concentrations are given by Sieverts’ law, with the inclusion of
b effective partial pressure as CQ = SQ √pQ2 + SQQb √p b . The geometthe QQ
QQ
2
rical dependence of the concentrations appears when a effectiveness factor for
C b ,i
diffusivity f is given as fQ = 1 − C bQ,P o , and it multiplies the flux. This effecQ
tiveness factor takes into account the occupation of surface interstitial sites in
b atoms, assuming C b is the saturated value of surface
the metal lattice by Q
Q,P o
b
concentration at 0.1 MPa of Q2 . The saturation pressure is set at 0.1 MPa
because that is the total pressure of the Ar carrier gas flow in the experiment.
Taking into account the increase in dissolved Q on the inner surface with
higher pressure of heterogeneous molecules and the dependence of the surface
concentrations on Sieverts’ law in thermodynamic equilibrium the updated
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effectiveness factor yields 3.10, being pQ = pQ2 +
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pQQ
b
2

.

S b √
√
√
√
SQ ( pQ2,i − pQ2,o ) + Q2Q ( pQQ,i
pQQ,o
b −
b )
f (P ) = fQ
√
√
SQ ( pQ,i − pQ,o )

(3.10)

b are measured at the outlet of the pipes.
The partial pressures of Q2 and QQ
This description of a predictive model that takes into account the effects of
multi isotope permeation has yet another remarkable flawn. It lacks a physical
description in real time of the processes leading to the results. This means
the necessity of two different sets of experiments. One of simple mono isotope
permeation, where the atomic fluxes are measured, and a second one with
the counter-permeation, where the atomic fluxes are measured, along with the
b2 ) and p(Q2 ) and solubilities S b and SQ .
partial pressures p(Q
Q
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Chapter 4
EcosimPro Software and Multi
Permeation Model
The ultimate goals of this thesis are the creation of an EcosimPro model able to
simulate the experimental permeation values and the evaluation of the possible
multi isotope permeation effects on hydrogen isotopes permeation. The proposed model will be validated using experimental results in simplified set ups
from literature. The details of the model are described in Section 4.1. EcosimPro, while the results are shown in Section 4.2. Model Results from Simulation.

4.1

EcosimPro

The mentioned simulation and modelling software used in this work is EcosimPro. It follows the Object Oriented Modelling (OOM) methodology in order
to simulate and model systems, and their simulation toolkits were developed
by EA International. With EcosimPro we can create a model (intern mechanisms of the system that fulfil physical laws) of the colection of objects which
porperties are under study, or system, and perform an experiment onto it. An
experiment is the process of extracting data from the system due to the excitation of its entries. Likewise, a simulation is and experiment performed onto a
model. The creation of the components that build up the model can be coded
using high level programming language or a grafic interface, without causality
relationships. The software will automatically create a mathematical causal
model that the user can check out through a html file Ref. [28]. The model
is solved using the DASSL code developed at Sandia National Laboratories,
that uses a modified version of Newton’s method along with an initial guess
obtained by polynomial interpolation Ref. [29].
EcosimPro can be used in many different fields from economy or migration trends to robotics and chemical processes passing by cellular growth. The
necessity of a model exists due to the lack of avaliability of the system, the
danger associated to the real-life experiment, the high costs, the incompatibility of the time constants, the lack of accesibility to the control variables, or
37
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the absence of perturbations Ref. [28].
EcosimPro is organized in different libraries that contain the source codes
of the necesary components that build up the model. Experiments can be
performed on these components separately, or they can be linked to others in
order to create a bigger and more complex system. When the components are
combined, the information from one to the next is transferred via ports. Those
ports are of different kinds, and each interlinks different variables in different
manners. Some varaibles of a port are set to be equal to the same variables of
all the connected ones (concentration), others are set to cancel out with each
other (fluxes) Ref. [28].
The existing library TRITIUM EUROFUSIONV2 contains components
with geometries and physics coded in them well adapted to the purpose of this
work, thus it will be used as starting point. In other words, the components
used to create the model responsible for these simulations are based on the
already existing ones of the library TRITIUM EUROFUSIONV2, and their
geometry and their physics have been altered in order to mimic the purposed
experimental set up and the theoretical model of Kizu.

4.1.1

The TRITIUM EUROFUSIONV2 Library

Now a brief description of the components used for the model is given, taking
special care to highlight what part of every component was modified with
respect to the original ones, and why those changes where necessary.
• The Material component includes the necessary physics of the permeation of species through the bulk of the given material. It transfers the
information of solubility coefficients, temperature, concentration, surface
area, and flux through the diffusion ports, in and out.
• The Interface components are placed at both sides of the Material component, and they include all the surface reaction physics necessary to
determine the recombination and dissociation reactions for each molecular species. Also they link the external gas pressures with the surface
concentrations through the molecular fluxes.
• The Flow component simulates the existence of a fluid gas moving in
one direction, with its concentrations of species varying from the inlet
to the outlet. It contains all the phenomena of fluid movement and the
changes in the concentration in the axial direction of a duct, as well as
the equilibrium.
• The Bound components perform the function of defining the boundary
conditions in the system. They can set fixed concentrations or fluxes. In
the current experiments, the concentration one is the chosen boundary,
since it is related with the pressures through the ideal gas law.
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• The TS ComBarrier components are artifices that block the flow of temperature and surface information from port to port. That avoids the
necessity of defining the surface areas and temperatures of the parts of
the component that will not take part in the calculations.
The first model considered to simulate the effects of multi isopote permeation consisted on modifying the First Fick’s law driving force, the concentration gradient of each specie. The new driving force was defined as the
concentration gradient of the sum of the concentrations of the isotopes within
the bulk of the material, and the diffusivity coefficient was modified for the
flux equations of each specie to keep fulfilling the differential equation by multiplying by the coefficient of the species concentration over the sum CCQ , being
CQ the sum of the diffusing species. The reactions taken place at the surface,
represented in the Interface component, are left untouched, as the phenomena
of the Flow component.
This approach assumes that the most important effects occur within the
bulk, where the interaction among atoms within the metal lattice was the
main reponsible of the multi isotope effects in the net permeation. The results
obtained from the preliminary simulations using this model showed a rather
good agreement with the experimental data for the simpler experiments by
Kizu. This first approach was found to be wrong nonetheless. The justification for this is clear when we take a look to the diffusion phenomena in metal
lattices. The amount of total interstitial sites present in any lattice is given
density
, and the density of embedded atoms is several orders
as Ntot = molecular
weight
of magnitude smaller than this. Thus, the probability of the jump of an atom
into a interstitial occupied by another atom in their permeation path (whether
they belong to the same species or they don’t), at those low concentrations
is negligible. We can conclude then that the agreement exhibited by the former model turned out to happen just by chance. The proper Fick’s first law
equation taking into account this phenomena is given in 4.1.
J = D{

C
CQ
− 1}∇C − D
∇CQ
Ntot
Ntot

(4.1)

Therefore, an alternative approach was taken. The new assumption was
based on the idea that most of the interactions happening among the atoms
took place in the surface or in the sub-surface of the material, where the
reactions of adsorption and desorption of molecules take place.
The model proposed by Kizu in Refs. [12, 13, 14] was taken as a base,
but the constraints discussed in Chapter 3 limited its accuracy. Therefore the
Takeda’s model of counter-permeation was adapted to EcosimPro enviroment
so that it could match the features of the multi isotope permeation. The aim
of the creation of the new model was trying to modify as few components
as possible and, when modification of lines of code was unavoidable, those
modified commands should yield no effect whatsoever on the standard mono
isotope permeation.
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The first adjustment to the original code was implemented on the Material
component. The standard Fick’s first law of atomic diffusion was replaced
by the modified one given by 4.1, and the calculation of the parameter Ntot
and the combined concentration CQ were included in order to achieve a more
efficient code structure.

Figure 4.1: Detail of the geometry of the inner pipe embedded in the outer pipe

The Flow component underwent two major changes. The first one had
to do with the definition of its geometry, and the second one was related to
the evolution of the concentration of the molecular species with time. The
calculation of the section of the channel was removed, because the surface
available for the gas to flow through the outer pipe is its section minus three
times the section of the inner pipe, as it is shown in Figure 4.1. The equation
of evolution of molecular concentration with time originally had two terms, as
follows Ref. [9]:
u(xi )C(xi ) − u(xi+1 )C(xi+1 ) Jn (xi )
−
(4.2)
∆x
∆x
Where u is the axial component of the fluid velocity, xi is the node position,
∆x the discretization length, and Jn the molecular flux perpenticular to the
channel walls.
The convective term deals with the change at a given location in space
caused by the fluid flow itself, and the permeation term deals with the change
induced by the permeation from or to the walls of the pipe within which the
flow is embedded. An extra term related to the equilibrium was introduced,
∂t C =
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and it was responsible for the production or destruction of heterogeneous and
homogeneous molecules by collisions. The two reaction rate constants k1 and
k2 were introduced for this purpose, knowing that the thermodynamic equi, and considering the value of the reaction
librium constant is given as keq = k1
k2
rate contants is rather low Ref. [21]. The equilibrium term is represented in
4.3 for the change in homogeneous and heterogeneous molecules.
b 2 − k1C[Q2 ]C[Q
b2 ]
k2C[QQ]
b2 ] − k2C[QQ]
b 2)
2(k1C[Q2 ]C[Q

(4.3)

However, the main variations in the code are the ones performed on the Interface component. That is where the multi isotope effects take place through
the efectiveness factor previously described in Section 3.2.2 f . It is calculated
there, and the net flux that relates the molecular partial pressures with the
surface atomic concentrations computation, given by 4.4, is dismissed.
Jm (Q2 ) = αQQ p(Q2 ) − KQQ CQ2
b = α b p(QQ)
b − K b CQ C b
Jm (QQ)
Q
QQ
QQ

(4.4)

In order to accurately simulate the geometry and the phenomena of Takeda’s
model, in the schematic associated with the experiment, the section of the flow
of the gases in the outer pipe was calculated as previously outlined. Also, the
efectiveness factor was introduced at the corresponding side of the permeating
pipe to compute the net fluxes. The fD was assumed to be the calculated in
the outer surface (in contact with the H2 gas), while the fH was assumed to
be the one computed in the inner surface (in contact with the D2 gas). The
case of the geometry of Kizu’s model is simpler by all means. There, only the
inclusion of the efectiveness factors were necessary due to its planar geometry,
and they were chosen using the same criteria as in the case of Takeda.

4.1.2

Experimental and Validation Proposals

In order to be able to trust the results given by the developed model applied upon a new experimental set up, first a validation of the model must
be performed. The chosen set ups for this purpose are simplifications of the
experimental set ups by Kizu and Takeda. For instance, the schematic corresponding to Kizu’s experiment (Figure 4.2) assumes an infinite volume of the
chambers, so the permeated gases do not accumulate once they are desorbed
by the Palladium (P d) membrane.
The schematic analogous to Takeda’s device (Figure 4.3) considers that the
inner INCONEL 600 pipe cross-section occupies three times the one given by
its diameter, and it is longer than the outer pipe, made of a material that
blocks any permeation to happen. That way the meandering path of the flow
is simulated without considering many hydraulic effects due to the elbows.
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Also, the equilibrium inside both pipes was assumed to be the same and weak,
simplifying the analysis.

Figure 4.2: Kizu’s EcosimPro validation model schematic

Figure 4.3: Takeda’s EcosimPro validation model schematic

4.2

Model Results for Validations

The models described in the previous chapter are thought as a way of obtaining the permeation rates in the counter-permeation case and the co-permeation
case as a function of the partial pressures of the different gases in each side of
the material acting as permeation barrier. This approach loses a lot of physical insight and important information, since it doesn’t consider the equations
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corresponding to the absorption and desorption of gas molecules by the surface
sites.
In order to return to the pure physical description of the processes, the
EcosimPro software offers the chance to include all the necessary equations,
not only the ones governing the surface reactions, but also the diffusion through
the bulk of the material, and even the molecular reaction rates in the bulk of
the gas, leading to a thermodynamic equilibrium of the concentrations of gases
from a transient condition.
In an attempt of performing a wide range and complete validation of the
model, different quantities were compared in the different set ups and in the
different configurations. The selected variables were chosen considering the
available experimental data from Refs. [12, 14, 15].
The data for the recombination coefficient K, dissociative absorption coefficient α, solubility S, and diffusivity D were obtained from Refs. [30, 31, 32]
for P d, and Refs. [15, 33] for INCONEL 600. The data were used to update
the EcosimPro material database before carrying out the simulations.
The good agreement between experimental data and model values shown
in the following sections, along with the manifold of diversified characteristics
that the set ups and the simulations have, entitle the consideration of the
applicance of this model as a base in multi isotope permeation experiments.

4.2.1

Results of the Validation for Kizu’s Co-permeability
Experiments

The experimental data used for the validation of the co-permeation model is
taken from Ref. [14], and it is shown, against the model values in Figure 4.4.
The agreement is outstanding in the whole range of effective D pressure, and
it even improves the agreement in the theoretical model proposed by Kizu in
Ref. [14]. The membrane material was P d, as previously stated, its thickness
was 0.025 mm, and tha temperature was set at 870 K. The pressure data is
represented in Table 4.1, considering the total partial pressure of H atoms was
kept constant at 0.063 Pa.
The averaged discrepancy between the model and the experimental data
yields a 82.4 % over estimation. This high value could from the fact that the
efectiveness factor is defined at different sides of the membrane, as given by
Takeda. Since in the co-permeability case both isotopes permeate from the
same side, that definition of the efectiveness factors is shaky. Thus, the model
predicts fluxes within the order of magnitude of the experimental values, but
the accuracy can indeed be improved.

4.2.2

Results of the Validation for Kizu’s Counter-permeanility
Experiments

The experimental data for the validation of the counter-permeation model
can be seen in Figure 4.5. The D2 molecule release rates in the counter-
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p(D)

p(D2 )

p(H2 )

p(HD)

0.004

0.0002388

0.05924

0.007522

0.01

0.001370

0.05437

0.01726

0.015

0.002885

0.05088

0.02423

0.05

0.02212

0.03512

0.05575

0.1

0.06135

0.02435

0.07730

0.2

0.1521

0.01509

0.09582

0.5

0.4441

0.007050

0.1119

1.0

0.9407

0.003734

0.1185

Table 4.1: Co-permeation inlet partial pressures in equilibrium (Pa)

permeation case are normalized by the release rates in the standard permeation
case, and the experimental and modeled values are plotted against the D2
partial pressure. The membrane material again was P d, ant he thickness was
0.025 mm, however the temperature was set to 840 K. The pressure data is
presented in Table 4.2, where each H2 pressure conditions was tested with all
the D2 pressures.
p(D2 )

0.0007

0.002

0.006

p(H2 )

0.027

0.067

0.13

0.015

0.025

0.07

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.80

1.40

2.80

Table 4.2: Counter-permeation partial pressures in each side of the membrane
(Pa)

Again the agreement between model and experimental results is impresive.
The averaged discrepancy between model and experimental data for the three
cases yields only a 4.67 % under estimation.

4.2.3

Results of the Validation for Takeda’s Counterpermeability Experiments

In order to check whether the validity of the model is bounded by the geometry
of the set up, or by the material of the permeating medium and surface, the
model was also applied to the experimental set up of Takeda’s Ref. [15]. The
inner and outer pipes were divided in three separated nodes along the direction
of the gas flow, and the permeated molecular fluxes were computed in each of
the modules. Therefore, the total molecular permeation was obtained as the
sum of all the nodes, and the atomic fluxes for each isotope were obtained by
adding twice the permeation of homogeneous molecules and once the permeation of heterogeneous molecules. The experimental conditions are shown in
Table 4.3, for a temperature of 1092 K, an INCONEL 600 inner pipe, and an
outer pipe made of a material that guarantees no permeation.
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Molecular Release Rate (mol m-2 s-1)

10-3
H2

10

-4

HD
D2

10-5

10-6

10-7

10

-8

10-2

PD (Pa)

10-1

100

Figure 4.4: Co-permeation experimental molecular permeation fluxes data vs.
simulated molecular permeation fluxes values

H2 : Circles HD: Triangles D2 : Squares

Data

Inner pipe

Outer pipe

2250 mm

990 mm

7 mm

50 mm

Thickness

1.2 mm

- (no permeation)

Inlet fluid

Ar+D2

Ar+H2

Length
Inner diameter

Table 4.3: Specifications for Takeda’s experimental set up

On the other hand, Table 4.4 shows the pressure data of Takeda’s set up.
Similarly to the previous case, each of the H2 pressures was tested with all the
D2 pressure conditions.
The comparisson between experimental data from Takeda and the modeled
values is shown in Figure 4.6, where the atomic D fluxes are presented against
the H2 partial pressure at the inlet of the outer pipe. The D fluxes in counterpermeation are normalized by the standard permeation values, similarly to
Section 4.2.2 . An averaged discrepancy of a 1.16 % over estimation between
model and experimental data confirms the good agreement of the model with
experiment.
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1
Model
Experiment

PH2 = 0.027 Pa

D2 Ratio counter/standard

0.5

0
1
Model
Experiment

PH2 = 0.067 Pa

Model
Experiment

PH2 = 0.13 Pa

0.5

0
1

0.5

0

10 -3

10 -2

D2 Pressure (Pa)

10 -1

10 0

Figure 4.5: Counter-permeation experimental relative D2 permeation fluxes data
vs. simulated relative D2 permeation fluxes values
p(D2 )

10

56

102

p(H2 )

10

100

1000

7000

10000

70000

100000

Table 4.4: Counter-permeation partial pressures in the inside and outside of inner
pipe at inlet (Pa)

1.4
10 Pa
56 Pa
102 Pa

D Ratio counter/standard

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
10

1

10

2

10

3

10

4

10

5

H2 partial pressure (Pa)

Figure 4.6: Counter-permeation experimental relative D permeation fluxes data
vs. simulated relative D permeation fluxes values

p(H2 ) = 10 P a: Circles p(H2 ) = 56 P a: Triangles p(H2 ) = 102 P a: Squares
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Permeation Number Simulation Values

After the validation performed in the previous section based on the fluxes, we
will now perform an analysis of the permeation numbers of the surfaces in
order to check whether the assumptions of surface limited regime hold. For
the sake of completeness we rewrite here the definition of permeatin number,
and we describe how it was calculated in EcosimPro evironment.
αd √
p
(4.5)
Φ
4.5 is the definition of the permeation number W given in Section 2.2.2,
where α is the absorption coefficient, d the thickness of the membrane, Φ the
permeability, and p the driving pressure. Some of these variables are stored
in the EcosimPro model just as defined here, such as the thickness of the
membrane, the gas driving pressure or the absorption coefficient, nevertheless,
since the permeability applies to atomic species as it is defined by diffusivity
D and solubility S in 2.8, some average must be taken. The averaged α and
the equivalent p are defined as:
W =

b
α(Q2 ) + α(QQ)
2
b
p = p(Q2 ) + p(QQ)/2
α=

(4.6)

D pressure (Pa)

0.004

0.01

0.015

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.5

1.0

WH

0.36365

0.36365

0.36365

0.36365

0.36365

0.36365

0.36365

0.36365

WD

0.10867

0.17183

0.21045

038424

0.54342

0.76849

1.2151

1.7184

Table 4.5: Permeation numbers (W) of H and D components in the co-permeability
experiment by Kizu

The co-permeability and counter-permeability experiments performed by
Kizu in Refs. [12, 14] considered a pure surface limited regime (SLR), or a
transition regime between pure SLR and diffusion limited regime (DLR) in
the worst cases of the co-permeation experiment. Table 4.5 shows the permeation numbers of the D and the H components in the surface from where the
molecules permeate. We can observe that the permeation number associated
with the H isotope does not change with the D pressure. This characteristic
is a constant in the counter-permeation data, and it is caused by the definition
of the pressure P, that includes both the pressure exerted by the homogeneous
and the heterogeneous molecules. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 give the permeation numbers of the D and the H components at the inlet surface (for each case) in the
counter-permeability case.
Takeda’s work considered a DLR in the permeation of the isotopes Ref. [15],
but the analysis of the permeation numbers at different conditions is rather
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H2 pressure (Pa)

0

0.027

0.067

0.13

WH

0

0.1947

0.3067

0.4272

Table 4.6: Permeation numbers (W) of H components in the counter-permeability
experiment by Kizu
D2 pressure (Pa)

0.0007

0.002

0.006

0.015

0.025

0.07

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.80

1.4

2.8

WD

0.03718

0.06285

0.1089

0.1721

0.2222

0.3718

0.4444

0.6285

0.7697

1.257

1.663

2.352

Table 4.7: Permeation numbers (W) of D components in the counter-permeability
experiment by Kizu

more cumbersome. The main difference is that the permeating surfaces are
the two sides of a pipe that carries a flowing gas, so in order to correctly modelate the system, a discretization along the flowing direction was necessary.
Thus, ten different permeation number, each one correspoinding to a different
node appear. That great amount of data was sinthesized simply by taking the
average of all the nodes. Table 4.8 shows the permeation numbers of the D
components at the inner wall of the pipe for the three D2 pressures (Wpressure ),
and Table 4.9 displays the permeation numbers of the H components at the
outer wall for the same cases. The inner surface was chosen as the most representative for the D permeation because the D2 gas is introduced in the inside;
for the same reason, the outer surface was selected as the most representative
surface for the H permeation.
H2 pressure (Pa)

W10

W56

W102

10

0.05315

0.1259

0.1700

100

0.05314

0.1258

0.1698

1000

0.05321

0.1259

0.1699

7000

0.05341

0.1264

0.1706

10000

0.05347

0.1265

0.1708

70000

0.05386

0.1275

0.1720

100000

0.05394

0.1277

0.1723

Table 4.8: Permeation numbers (W) of D components at the inner wall in the
counter-permeability pipe experiment by Takeda

Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 illustrate that the assumptions made by Kizu are
correct, if we consider the limit values of W for the SLR (W < 0.127), transition regime (0.127 ≤ W ≤ 5.453) and DLR (W > 5.453). On the other hand,
Tables 4.8, and 4.9 tell otherwise regarding the permeation regime presumed
by Takeda. Most of the values of the D permeation components fall within the
SLR, and the ones that do not barely reach the beginning of the transition re-
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H2 pressure (Pa)

W10

W56

W102

10

0.07914

0.07914

0.07917

100

0.2534

0.2533

0.2533

1000

0.8186

0.8185

0.8185

7000

2.206

2.206

2.206

10000

2.643

2.643

2.643

70000

7.072

7.072

7.072

100000

8.463

8.463

8.463

Table 4.9: Permeation numbers (W) of H components at the outer wall in the
counter-permeability pipe experiment by Takeda

gion. Considering the permeation numbers for the H permeation is not a great
improvement. Only the values corresponding to the highest H2 inlet pressures
fall in the DLR region. Therefore, we can stay that Takeda’s assumptions of
the permeation regime are wrong.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The fusion technology that aims to be the ultimate solution to the energy
transition problem entails the use of tritium as fuel. It is rarely found in
nature, and it is radioactive, therefore it should be handled with extreme care,
avoiding leakages or undesirable permeation between systems.
EcosimPro is the software used to implement the permeation model, demostrating efficiency in the creation and modification of mathematical physical
models. In the present work it has been also used to construct several set ups
onto which different experiments at multiple conditions were performed, allowing the testing of diverse geometries, working regimes and materials within
the same workspace.
The basic peremeation model that EcosimPro uses is based on the release
and the uptake rates, dependent on surface concentrations and gas partial
pressures, to compute the net molecular fluxes on the surface. The equilibrium constant that rules the isotopic exchange is greater than one, biasing the
formation of heterogeneous molecules. That is reflected also in the recombination surface coefficients of heterogeneous moelcules, therefore, the heterogeneous molecules net permeation tends happen towards the outside of the
material. In one side it goes along the atomic fluxes, and in the opposite surface it goes against them. A greater heterogeneous molecular flux at a surface
is determinant factor in the atomic permeation flux of the isotopes.
However, the model does not include any dependence on the relative distribution of the surface species concentrations, and this is what the new model
developed in this thesis has done. EcosimPro permeation model does not take
into account the possible interaction between isotopes within the bulk when
they diffuse. The modifications applied to the standard model have taken this
feature into account.
The developed model has demostrated to be able to simulate the multi
isotope permeation by giving similar results to the experimental ones, specially
in the case of counter-permeation. These two cases, in planar geometry with
P d, or in cylindrical geometry with INCONEL 600, yield discrepancies in the
homogeneous molecular permeation fluxes of 4.67 %; and in atomic permeation
fluxes of 1.16 %, respectively. The trends of the permeation fluxes predicted
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by the model nicely match the empirical trends as well. It is worth noting
that these discrepancies are remarkably low, and that both the atomic and the
molecular fluxes model trends match the experimental ones.
The co-permeation case, on the other hand, gives values within the order
of magnitud of the experimental ones, and they follow the empirical trend.
However, the 82.4 % over estimation should be considered too high, although
the fact that the compared values are absolute, not relative (as in the counterpermeation validation cases) might explain this high discreancy. Future lines
of work should target a reduction of this discrepancy towards the low values obtained for the counter-permeation case. A first attempt of improvement could
be the redefinition of the effectiveness factor f at the surfaces in a more refined way. Other line of approach could be the construction of a more complex
model that takes into account a finete volume at both sides of the membrane,
in the case of planar geometry. The characterization of the material properties
is a source of error that should be checked, since a more precise desription of
the parameters will lead to a reduction in the discrepancies presented in the
results.
Also, the permeation regimes in the three validation experiments for counterpermeation and co-permeation were discussed in Section 4.3. The regimes pressumed by Kizu in his exeriments were found to be correct assumptions, both
in co-permeation and in counter-permeation cases. The regime assumed by
Takeda in his experiments, on the other hand, was found to be incorrect, except at the highest H2 pressures for the hydrogen permeation. In spite of this,
the numerical model still predicted the correct permeation fluxes values and
the proper trend of the permeation fluxes. This fact indicates that our model
can be extended towards the DLR, since the assumption of the permeation
regime seems not to affect the validness of it.
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